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the reality of india bangladesh relations as it stands today is far removed from the idealism in bilateral relations which has been
cherished since the liberation war especially in india this book examines the irritants between the two countries and suggests a road
map for improving relations the book covers the geography and history of bangladesh as a backdrop thereafter the strategic
importance of bangladesh to india security perceptions of bangladesh and a few economic aspects have been covered a chronological
review of bangladesh s foreign policy towards india and her relations with other countries has been carried out in a separate chapter
this is followed by a detailed examination of the irritants between the two countries the views of a large cross section of eminent
personalities of both the countries have been included to substantiate the existing relations in the final chapter the way ahead the
author has suggested an action plan for the future with special reference to farakka barrage issue and ganga water dispute between
the two countries contributed articles on bangladesh relations with india presented at two bangladesh india dialogue for young
journalists on september 7 8 and november 30th december 1st 2004 the importance of a thorough analysis of the current state of india
bangladesh relations can hardly be exaggerated sceptics may observe that india can afford to remain indifferent to relationships with
bangladesh whereas bangladesh cannot do so vis à vis india but realities do not admit of such skeptic oversimplification with india s
northeast region remaining chronically unstable and with count ries across this region e g china and myanmar trying to improve their
relations with bangladesh which itself provides a commercial gateway to india s northeast region india has to upgrade substantially its
relations with bangladesh in order to safeguard some of its vital interests the necessity to strengthen the south asian association for
regional cooperation saarc provides an additional impetus to the urgency of such upgradation the disparity in the size and resources
of india and bangladesh are but a misleading indicator of the present importance of india bangladesh relations project report from the
year 2017 in the subject cultural studies miscellaneous course research project language english abstract formation of enclaves in
india and bangladesh was the shocking outcome of historical partition of india in the year 1947 as a dire consequence inhabitants of
enclaves of both the countries were enforced to subsist in no man s land as nowhere people till 67 years after india s independence
and partition just due to derision of historical and political destiny these marginalized people were unfairly deprived from getting
basic amenities rights opportunities and governmental support from either country until signing of the historic land boundary
agreement lba between india and bangladesh in the year 2015 as per lba 2015 51 bangladeshi enclaves inside indian territory and 111
indian enclaves inside bangladesh territory were actually transferred to each other with effect from the midnight of 31 july 2015 a
study had been undertaken through extensive field survey at the enclaves of both the countries to assess and analyze pre lba 2015
execution status of and post execution impact of lba 2015 on the people of these enclaves for the purpose questionnaire survey
personal interaction group discussion interview had been conducted to gather information from enclaves people govt officials
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representatives of enclaves union public representatives etc for the theoretical part of the study various journals periodicals
newspapers reference books govt reports articles reports of previous researchers reports of electronic and print media etc had been
extensively considered entire population of erstwhile indian and bangladeshi enclaves covered under the study genially welcomed
exchange of enclaves through lba 2015 as they got rid of their exiled life of long 67 years in enclaves by virtue of lba 2015 but even
after execution of lba 2015 major problematic issues in these erstwhile enclaves have not yet been resolved nor could enclaves people
enjoy the quality of life enjoyed by their neighbours living just around these erstwhile enclaves all the erstwhile enclaves people are
still feeling anxious regarding their safe resettlement in these erstwhile enclaves most of them have not yet been satisfied regarding
govt initiatives for infrastructural development within erstwhile enclaves as well as regarding their safe rehabilitation in erstwhile
enclaves report of the indo bangladesh dialogues held during february 1 1995 to january 16 2001 examines the key issues including
border management water cooperation and connectivity challenges and possibilities in bangladesh india relations in the last fifty years
the book investigates the role of the china factor civil society in bangladesh india relations and maps out the future course of actions
in bangladesh india partnership this book provides a broad analytical study of bangladesh s relationship with india and pakistan
between 1975 and 1990 bangladesh s role in south asian international relations has tended to be overlooked and underestimated the
book reveals the complexity of the relationship between bangladesh india and pakistan this book discusses history of mental
construction of the border between india and bangladesh it investigates how and when a border was constructed between the people
and discusses how the mental construction preceded the physical construction it also examines the perils faced by those forced to
leave their homes as a result of the partition of india in 1947 globally throughout history the absence of borders made the movement
of people from one place to another easier the construction of borders and sovereign de limitation of territory restricted or even
prevented seamless migration the situation becomes more complex near borders that were previously open to the movement of people
one such border is between india and bangladesh where in august 1947 suddenly people were told that the places they used to visit on
a daily basis were now a part of a different sovereign country this book argues that borders construct the identity of an individual or a
group those who cross to the other side of border for whatever reason are identified and categorized by the state and the people
sometimes these migrants face violence from the locals because they are considered a threat to the local working class the book also
explains how after the liberation of bangladesh in 1971 everyday encounter between people from india and bangladesh have further
embedded a feeling of us versus them in 2015 india and bangladesh agreed to implement the india bangladesh land boundary
agreement lba this book assesses whether the implementation of this agreement will have impacts on border related problems like
mobility migration and tensions it is a valuable resource for policymakers journalists researchers and students a decade after the 1971
wars in south asia the principal decisionmakers were still uncertain why wars so clearly unwanted had occurred the authors
reconstruct the complex decisionmaking process attending the break up of pakistan and the subsequent war between india and
pakistan much of their data derive from interviews conducted with principal players in each of the countries immediately involved
pakistan india and bangladesh including indira gandhi and leaders of the awami league in bangladesh the sort of critical awareness
necessary to actually enrich discussions of civil society rather than contribute to its elusiveness pervades through the book professor
vedi r hadiz asia institute university of melbourne australia introduces readers to the dynamics shaping the complex relationship
between csos and the state in today s india and bangladesh professor sarah ansari royal holloway university of london this volume
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should be a compulsory read for everyone who is interested in contemporary contests in the civil society space in south asia professor
amit prakash centre for the study of law and governance jawaharlal nehru university new delhi this edited anthology is a timely and an
important contribution to the scholarship on civil society and citizenship particularly in south asia associate professor mohammad
salehin centre for peace studies the arctic university of norway norway civil society and citizenship in india and bangladesh presents
new multidisciplinary research exploring the opportunities and challenges facing civil society in today s india and bangladesh it
informs contemporary understanding of citizenship gender rights and social identities and is published at a time of increased global
uncertainties related to changing civic space political tensions a downturn in the world economy and the rise of populism india and
bangladesh are key contexts not the least because of rapid and uneven economic and social development but their contrasting
experiences of democracy and discrimination and inequality faced by dierent groups and communities this new multidisciplinary title
presents new research findings that also contribute to theory building on the form functioning and democratic role of civil society in
the 21st century the effects of the partition of india in 1947 have been more far reaching and complex than the existing partition
narratives of violence and separation reveal the immediacy of the movement of refugees between india and the newly formed state of
pakistan overshadowed the actual effect of the drawing of the border between the two states the book is an empirical study of border
narratives across the india bangladesh border specifically the west bengal part of india s border with bangladesh it tries to move away
from the perpetrator state victim civilian framework usually used in the studies of marginal people and looks at the kind of agencies
that the border people avail themselves of instead of looking at the border as the periphery the book looks at it as the line of
convergence and negotiations the centre of the people who survive it every day it shows that various social political and economic
identities converge at the borderland and is modified in unique ways by the spatial specificity of the border thus forming a border
identity and a border consciousness common sense of the civilians and the state machinery embodied in the border guards collide
cooperate and effect each other at the borderlands to form this unique spatial consciousness it is the everyday survival strategies of
the border people which aptly reflects this consciousness rather than any universal border theory or state centric discourses about the
borders a bottom up approach is of utmost importance in order to understand how a spatially unique area binds diverse other
identities into a larger spatial identity of a border people the book s relevance lies in its attempt to explore such everyday narratives
across the bengal border while avoiding any major theorising project so as not to choke the potential of such experience centred
insights into the lives of a unique community of people in that it contributes towards a study of borders globally providing potential
approaches to understand border people worldwide based on detailed field research this book brings a fresh approach to the study of
this border it will be of interest to researchers in the field of south asian studies citizenship development governance and border
studies enclaves along the india bangladesh border have posed conceptual and pragmatic challenges to both states since partition in
1947 these pieces of india inside of bangladesh and vice versa are spaces in which national security belonging and control are shown
in sharp relief through ethnographic and historical analysis jason cons argues that these spaces are key locations for rethinking the
production of territory in south asia today sensitive space examines the ways that these areas mark a range of anxieties over territory
land and national survival and lead us to consider why certain places emerge as contentious and often violent spaces at the margins of
nation and state offering lessons for the study of enclaves lines of control restricted areas gray spaces and other geographic anomalies
sensitive space develops frameworks for understanding the persistent confusions of land community and belonging in border zones it
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further provides ways to think past the categories of sovereignty and identity to reimagine territory in south asia and beyond
highlights aspects of indo bangladesh relations india pakistan and bangladesh share a long history an emerging cordial and a common
vision for the future this book is not india centric but deals with various aspects of all the three sovereign nations reading them
together will be an unprecedented experience rarely attempted before it has rarely happened in the modern world how these three
nations who geographically one but culturally so different are chalking out an independent place in the comity of nations at times with
the help of each other and at another on its own merit and inherent strength it is not written from any biased perspective in fact it
explains people places and events from a neutral world view it is ideally an international venture that would benefit historians
teachers and students in the entire sub continent it will be interesting to compare the three countries from different parameters thus
planning a wholesome picture the encyclopedia aims at clearing confusions and contradiction that have crept in because of certain
vested interests and it should be read from a neutral benchmark these volumes very clearly and earlier suggest how fatal the
disintegrate have proven to these nations with the fact that divided these countries have in actuality fallen in the face of achieving the
target of universal supremacy this book focuses on the contemporary issue of undocumented bangladeshi migration to the three
indian states of assam west bengal and delhi and how the migrants are perceived in light of the ongoing discourses on the various
nationalisms in india page 4 of cover l the creation of new nation states in partition 2 the working of mental borders in pakistan 3 the
working of mental borders in bangladesh 4 living with the burden of other people s history in bangladesh 5 the working of mental
borders in india 6 living with the burden of other people s history in jharkhand 7 challenging the mental borders of partition rhetoric
in jharkhand 8 conclusion making an event out of partition bibliography index contributed articles this book examines the nature of
statelessness in the india bangladesh enclaves it traces the historical background and the causative factors for the origin and
evolution of these enclaves in a specific geographical region of pre colonial north bengal the author studies the ways in which colonial
intervention in this region created administrative complications in the enclaves and critically examines the postcolonial changes in
indo bangladesh bilateral relations especially in resolving boundary disputes the volume also looks at the lives of the people inhabiting
the enclaves and their struggle for survival amidst conflict rich in archival sources the book will be an essential read for scholars and
researchers of history border studies indian history south asian politics south asian history partition studies international relations
political studies and refugee studies especially those interested in india bangladesh relations this book examines the nature of
statelessness in the india bangladesh enclaves it traces the historical background and the causative factors for the origin and
evolution of these enclaves in a specific geographical region of pre colonial north bengal the author studies the ways in which colonial
intervention in this region created administrative complications in the enclaves and critically examines the postcolonial changes in
indo bangladesh bilateral relations especially in resolving boundary disputes the volume also looks at the lives of the people inhabiting
the enclaves and their struggle for survival amidst conflict rich in archival sources the book will be an essential read for scholars and
researchers of history border studies indian history south asian politics south asian history partition studies international relations
political studies and refugee studies especially those interested in india bangladesh relations
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India Bangladesh Relations
2010-11-11

the reality of india bangladesh relations as it stands today is far removed from the idealism in bilateral relations which has been
cherished since the liberation war especially in india this book examines the irritants between the two countries and suggests a road
map for improving relations the book covers the geography and history of bangladesh as a backdrop thereafter the strategic
importance of bangladesh to india security perceptions of bangladesh and a few economic aspects have been covered a chronological
review of bangladesh s foreign policy towards india and her relations with other countries has been carried out in a separate chapter
this is followed by a detailed examination of the irritants between the two countries the views of a large cross section of eminent
personalities of both the countries have been included to substantiate the existing relations in the final chapter the way ahead the
author has suggested an action plan for the future

India-Bangladesh Relations
2000

with special reference to farakka barrage issue and ganga water dispute between the two countries

India and Bangladesh
1987

contributed articles on bangladesh relations with india presented at two bangladesh india dialogue for young journalists on september
7 8 and november 30th december 1st 2004

Indo-Bangladesh Relations
2008

the importance of a thorough analysis of the current state of india bangladesh relations can hardly be exaggerated sceptics may
observe that india can afford to remain indifferent to relationships with bangladesh whereas bangladesh cannot do so vis à vis india
but realities do not admit of such skeptic oversimplification with india s northeast region remaining chronically unstable and with
count ries across this region e g china and myanmar trying to improve their relations with bangladesh which itself provides a
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commercial gateway to india s northeast region india has to upgrade substantially its relations with bangladesh in order to safeguard
some of its vital interests the necessity to strengthen the south asian association for regional cooperation saarc provides an additional
impetus to the urgency of such upgradation the disparity in the size and resources of india and bangladesh are but a misleading
indicator of the present importance of india bangladesh relations

Dynamics of Bangladesh-India Relations
2005

project report from the year 2017 in the subject cultural studies miscellaneous course research project language english abstract
formation of enclaves in india and bangladesh was the shocking outcome of historical partition of india in the year 1947 as a dire
consequence inhabitants of enclaves of both the countries were enforced to subsist in no man s land as nowhere people till 67 years
after india s independence and partition just due to derision of historical and political destiny these marginalized people were unfairly
deprived from getting basic amenities rights opportunities and governmental support from either country until signing of the historic
land boundary agreement lba between india and bangladesh in the year 2015 as per lba 2015 51 bangladeshi enclaves inside indian
territory and 111 indian enclaves inside bangladesh territory were actually transferred to each other with effect from the midnight of
31 july 2015 a study had been undertaken through extensive field survey at the enclaves of both the countries to assess and analyze
pre lba 2015 execution status of and post execution impact of lba 2015 on the people of these enclaves for the purpose questionnaire
survey personal interaction group discussion interview had been conducted to gather information from enclaves people govt officials
representatives of enclaves union public representatives etc for the theoretical part of the study various journals periodicals
newspapers reference books govt reports articles reports of previous researchers reports of electronic and print media etc had been
extensively considered entire population of erstwhile indian and bangladeshi enclaves covered under the study genially welcomed
exchange of enclaves through lba 2015 as they got rid of their exiled life of long 67 years in enclaves by virtue of lba 2015 but even
after execution of lba 2015 major problematic issues in these erstwhile enclaves have not yet been resolved nor could enclaves people
enjoy the quality of life enjoyed by their neighbours living just around these erstwhile enclaves all the erstwhile enclaves people are
still feeling anxious regarding their safe resettlement in these erstwhile enclaves most of them have not yet been satisfied regarding
govt initiatives for infrastructural development within erstwhile enclaves as well as regarding their safe rehabilitation in erstwhile
enclaves

India-Bangladesh Relations
2011

report of the indo bangladesh dialogues held during february 1 1995 to january 16 2001
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Four Decades of India-Bangladesh Relations
2012

examines the key issues including border management water cooperation and connectivity challenges and possibilities in bangladesh
india relations in the last fifty years the book investigates the role of the china factor civil society in bangladesh india relations and
maps out the future course of actions in bangladesh india partnership

India-Bangladesh Relations, Documents, 1971-2002: Political
2003

this book provides a broad analytical study of bangladesh s relationship with india and pakistan between 1975 and 1990 bangladesh s
role in south asian international relations has tended to be overlooked and underestimated the book reveals the complexity of the
relationship between bangladesh india and pakistan

Chronicle of Nowhere People of India and Bangladesh. Monograph of Work on
India-Bangladesh Enclaves
2018-07-17

this book discusses history of mental construction of the border between india and bangladesh it investigates how and when a border
was constructed between the people and discusses how the mental construction preceded the physical construction it also examines
the perils faced by those forced to leave their homes as a result of the partition of india in 1947 globally throughout history the
absence of borders made the movement of people from one place to another easier the construction of borders and sovereign de
limitation of territory restricted or even prevented seamless migration the situation becomes more complex near borders that were
previously open to the movement of people one such border is between india and bangladesh where in august 1947 suddenly people
were told that the places they used to visit on a daily basis were now a part of a different sovereign country this book argues that
borders construct the identity of an individual or a group those who cross to the other side of border for whatever reason are
identified and categorized by the state and the people sometimes these migrants face violence from the locals because they are
considered a threat to the local working class the book also explains how after the liberation of bangladesh in 1971 everyday
encounter between people from india and bangladesh have further embedded a feeling of us versus them in 2015 india and
bangladesh agreed to implement the india bangladesh land boundary agreement lba this book assesses whether the implementation of
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this agreement will have impacts on border related problems like mobility migration and tensions it is a valuable resource for
policymakers journalists researchers and students

India-Bangladesh Relations
2021

a decade after the 1971 wars in south asia the principal decisionmakers were still uncertain why wars so clearly unwanted had
occurred the authors reconstruct the complex decisionmaking process attending the break up of pakistan and the subsequent war
between india and pakistan much of their data derive from interviews conducted with principal players in each of the countries
immediately involved pakistan india and bangladesh including indira gandhi and leaders of the awami league in bangladesh

India-Bangladesh Relations, Documents, 1971-2002: Sharing of river waters
2003

the sort of critical awareness necessary to actually enrich discussions of civil society rather than contribute to its elusiveness pervades
through the book professor vedi r hadiz asia institute university of melbourne australia introduces readers to the dynamics shaping
the complex relationship between csos and the state in today s india and bangladesh professor sarah ansari royal holloway university
of london this volume should be a compulsory read for everyone who is interested in contemporary contests in the civil society space
in south asia professor amit prakash centre for the study of law and governance jawaharlal nehru university new delhi this edited
anthology is a timely and an important contribution to the scholarship on civil society and citizenship particularly in south asia
associate professor mohammad salehin centre for peace studies the arctic university of norway norway civil society and citizenship in
india and bangladesh presents new multidisciplinary research exploring the opportunities and challenges facing civil society in today s
india and bangladesh it informs contemporary understanding of citizenship gender rights and social identities and is published at a
time of increased global uncertainties related to changing civic space political tensions a downturn in the world economy and the rise
of populism india and bangladesh are key contexts not the least because of rapid and uneven economic and social development but
their contrasting experiences of democracy and discrimination and inequality faced by dierent groups and communities this new
multidisciplinary title presents new research findings that also contribute to theory building on the form functioning and democratic
role of civil society in the 21st century
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Bangladesh-India Relations
2002

the effects of the partition of india in 1947 have been more far reaching and complex than the existing partition narratives of violence
and separation reveal the immediacy of the movement of refugees between india and the newly formed state of pakistan
overshadowed the actual effect of the drawing of the border between the two states the book is an empirical study of border
narratives across the india bangladesh border specifically the west bengal part of india s border with bangladesh it tries to move away
from the perpetrator state victim civilian framework usually used in the studies of marginal people and looks at the kind of agencies
that the border people avail themselves of instead of looking at the border as the periphery the book looks at it as the line of
convergence and negotiations the centre of the people who survive it every day it shows that various social political and economic
identities converge at the borderland and is modified in unique ways by the spatial specificity of the border thus forming a border
identity and a border consciousness common sense of the civilians and the state machinery embodied in the border guards collide
cooperate and effect each other at the borderlands to form this unique spatial consciousness it is the everyday survival strategies of
the border people which aptly reflects this consciousness rather than any universal border theory or state centric discourses about the
borders a bottom up approach is of utmost importance in order to understand how a spatially unique area binds diverse other
identities into a larger spatial identity of a border people the book s relevance lies in its attempt to explore such everyday narratives
across the bengal border while avoiding any major theorising project so as not to choke the potential of such experience centred
insights into the lives of a unique community of people in that it contributes towards a study of borders globally providing potential
approaches to understand border people worldwide based on detailed field research this book brings a fresh approach to the study of
this border it will be of interest to researchers in the field of south asian studies citizenship development governance and border
studies

Liberation and Beyond
1999

enclaves along the india bangladesh border have posed conceptual and pragmatic challenges to both states since partition in 1947
these pieces of india inside of bangladesh and vice versa are spaces in which national security belonging and control are shown in
sharp relief through ethnographic and historical analysis jason cons argues that these spaces are key locations for rethinking the
production of territory in south asia today sensitive space examines the ways that these areas mark a range of anxieties over territory
land and national survival and lead us to consider why certain places emerge as contentious and often violent spaces at the margins of
nation and state offering lessons for the study of enclaves lines of control restricted areas gray spaces and other geographic anomalies
sensitive space develops frameworks for understanding the persistent confusions of land community and belonging in border zones it
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further provides ways to think past the categories of sovereignty and identity to reimagine territory in south asia and beyond

Fifty Years of Bangladesh-India Relations
2022-02-28

highlights aspects of indo bangladesh relations

Contribution of India in the War of Liberation of Bangladesh
2003

india pakistan and bangladesh share a long history an emerging cordial and a common vision for the future this book is not india
centric but deals with various aspects of all the three sovereign nations reading them together will be an unprecedented experience
rarely attempted before it has rarely happened in the modern world how these three nations who geographically one but culturally so
different are chalking out an independent place in the comity of nations at times with the help of each other and at another on its own
merit and inherent strength it is not written from any biased perspective in fact it explains people places and events from a neutral
world view it is ideally an international venture that would benefit historians teachers and students in the entire sub continent it will
be interesting to compare the three countries from different parameters thus planning a wholesome picture the encyclopedia aims at
clearing confusions and contradiction that have crept in because of certain vested interests and it should be read from a neutral
benchmark these volumes very clearly and earlier suggest how fatal the disintegrate have proven to these nations with the fact that
divided these countries have in actuality fallen in the face of achieving the target of universal supremacy

Bangladesh, India & Pakistan
1999-12-14

this book focuses on the contemporary issue of undocumented bangladeshi migration to the three indian states of assam west bengal
and delhi and how the migrants are perceived in light of the ongoing discourses on the various nationalisms in india page 4 of cover

India–Bangladesh Border Disputes
2018-10-30
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l the creation of new nation states in partition 2 the working of mental borders in pakistan 3 the working of mental borders in
bangladesh 4 living with the burden of other people s history in bangladesh 5 the working of mental borders in india 6 living with the
burden of other people s history in jharkhand 7 challenging the mental borders of partition rhetoric in jharkhand 8 conclusion making
an event out of partition bibliography index

War and Secession
2023-04-28

contributed articles

Civil Society and Citizenship in India and Bangladesh
2021-12-30

this book examines the nature of statelessness in the india bangladesh enclaves it traces the historical background and the causative
factors for the origin and evolution of these enclaves in a specific geographical region of pre colonial north bengal the author studies
the ways in which colonial intervention in this region created administrative complications in the enclaves and critically examines the
postcolonial changes in indo bangladesh bilateral relations especially in resolving boundary disputes the volume also looks at the lives
of the people inhabiting the enclaves and their struggle for survival amidst conflict rich in archival sources the book will be an
essential read for scholars and researchers of history border studies indian history south asian politics south asian history partition
studies international relations political studies and refugee studies especially those interested in india bangladesh relations

Role of Indian People in Liberation War of Bangladesh
2008

this book examines the nature of statelessness in the india bangladesh enclaves it traces the historical background and the causative
factors for the origin and evolution of these enclaves in a specific geographical region of pre colonial north bengal the author studies
the ways in which colonial intervention in this region created administrative complications in the enclaves and critically examines the
postcolonial changes in indo bangladesh bilateral relations especially in resolving boundary disputes the volume also looks at the lives
of the people inhabiting the enclaves and their struggle for survival amidst conflict rich in archival sources the book will be an
essential read for scholars and researchers of history border studies indian history south asian politics south asian history partition
studies international relations political studies and refugee studies especially those interested in india bangladesh relations
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India - Bangladesh Relations
1996

Jute Cultivation in India and Bangladesh
1990

Role of India in Bangladesh Independence Movement
1978

Identity and Experience at the India-Bangladesh Border
2018-06-28

Sensitive Space
2016-04-05

Cultural Colonization
1995

Encyclopaedia of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh
2006-04
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Bangladeshi Migrants in India
2017

Tyranny of Partition
2006

India-Bangladesh Bilateral Trade and Potential Free Trade Agreement
2006

State, Development, and Political Culture
1997

India-Bangladesh Relations, Documents, 1971-2002: India-Bangladesh border.
Miscellaneous
2003

Role of India in the Emergence of Bangladesh
1998-03-01
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China-Bangladesh-India Tangle Today
1995

The Enclaves of the India-Bangladesh Border
2024

The Enclaves of the India-Bangladesh Border
2023-11-10

Migration, State Policies and Citizenship
2020

Ethnic Identity and Religion in the India-Bangladesh Borderlands
2007

India-Bangladesh Relations
2016

Bangladesh
1988
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